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MOVING HS CLASSROOMS:
Three primary waves of moving will occur:

Week of May 13th - Science
Week of May 20th - Ag./ HS FACS/ SPED
Week of May 27th - High School
Administrative Offices
The remainder of spaces (middle school,
HS EL, woods/shop) will be moved after
school is released or as individually
scheduled.
Email Orrin Polzin if you need additional
boxes for packing.
Email John Heltunen if you have questions
about disposing of items.

SUMMER PROJECT SPACES INCLUDE: 
High classrooms for science, Ag, FACS,
woods, metals, and DCD special education 
High school commons bathrooms
High school administrative offices and the
front entrance
Middle school classrooms for industrial
technology and FACS 
Pilot projects at both Dassel and Cokato
Elementary  
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    --    Summer construction is upon us.  Here is what you can expect for the
remainder of the school year.  

Please help construction crews by no longer parking or driving on the north
side of the building. Lot A will be closed from April 15 through fall.  

Door A is not accessible - please use the PAC entrance for the time
being.
Only a few parking spaces will be reserved for custodial and food
service staff. We appreciate your cooperation in keeping these spots
available for them.
Fencing will be completed in early June for safety purposes.  When this
occurs, the road on the north side of the building will no longer be
accessible for summer.

The high school will be closed during the summer, and there will be no
classroom access.  

Please take home any items you may need over the summer.
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ELEMENTARY PILOT PROJECTS:
The areas shaded in pink will be closed for construction or construction
pathways. 

Dassel Elementary’s rooms 109 and 119 will be renovated to become
intervention spaces this summer.

Construction crews will use the playground door to access these
spaces. This entry will be closed for the summer.

Cokato Elementary will undergo renovations to increase soundproofing in
the conference room and renovate C122 to become an intervention space.

At this time, the construction duration and summer building
accessibility are still being determined. 
Construction will not affect ESSY and summer school, however, some
noise is anticipated but is expected to be minimal. 

Construction begins the
week of May 20th with
asbestos abatement and
demolition.

Hallways will be
sealed off as
classrooms are
emptied.
Due to construction,
there will be some
noise, but it will be
minimal and
intermittent.


